Welcome to

THE
OLD
MONTRÉAL
STREET ART

1 FREE DRINK
In the undergound
Art Gallery

Show the QR code inside the book
and a proof you are 18+ yo.

GRILS
GRiLs' world is unique. His
inspiration is unlimited. He can
draw whatever he wants with
his surrealistic style. If you're
looking for custom artwork, he
is your guy!

SEORK
Seork is a french graffiti
artist from the LTF crew.
His artworks are very
detailed, he is
the most realistic street
artist in the city.

DODO OSE

Dodo is an international french
muralist, one of the most
famous of Montréal. He is
grounded and stays with
emerging artists from the new
scene because he loves to
share what he learned during
his career.
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The artsy underground
place on Saint-Paul.

163 Rue Saint-Paul Ouest
11:00 - 7:00 everyday

Loriginal.org is a not-forprofit created and run by the
most well-known Montréal
street artists
The purpose of the space is to
be the 1st Committed Art
Gallery.
We paint on recycled clothing,
furniture, and canvas for
offering the most original
artworks of the street.

Get a free drink scanning this QR
Code when you found the gallery

FOISY
Pascal Foisy is a very oldschool artist with a
fantastic universe. He
paints with acrylic and oil
and also uses spray paint
for making beautiful murals
in the street.

DAIRON

Raphael Dairon is a postapocalyptic artist. His very
detailed work is built
around the scenario that
there are just lasting
robots on the planet,
imitating nature.

INDY BOUVIER

Indy Bouvier is a 21 years old
artist who paints faces but not
portraits. Who are they ? A Boy
or a girl ? We don't care. The
accent is not on the
appearance but on the feelings
of the character.
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How to see the best
murals in the area?

Loriginal.org is a notfor-profit organized by
the most well-known
Montréal street artists
The purpose of the
space is to be the 1st
Committed Art Gallery.
We paint on recycled
clothing, furniture, and
canvas for offering the
most original artworks
of the street.

163 Rue Saint-Paul Ouest
11:00 - 7:00 everyday

MASTROCOLA
Mastrocola is a muralist
with millions of views on
Youtube. He is very creative
and improves his floral
shapes and colors until
2005.

MONK.E

Monk.e is one of the
founders of the biggest
crew of graffiti artists in
Montreal: the K6A. He is a
multidisciplanry artist:
poet, musician, humanist.

AXELALIME

Axe and Dodo Ose are also
members of the K6A crew. The
mindset and the roots of street
art are indissociable with Axe
personality. He is are real
rakoon and an incredible
muralist !

THE SAINTLAURENT
BOULEVARD
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The boulevard Saint-Laurent is a lovely
street where the "Mural festival"
happens every year since 2021. You
can see the beautiful works of the
artists who participated, starts from
China Town, and go up to the Plateau
Mont-Royal for a unique travel.
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What is the issue for
street artist ?

Street artists are not rich AT ALL! It's very
hard to make a stable income with their art.
Why ?
A good part of Art investors
prefers dead artists to know
how limited is their collection.
Street Art is related to rap
music and it's a young culture,
fans are still a bit too young to
gather as many people to
make an income for a lot of
them.
Now it's getting a popular
style, a lot of people who are
not street artists (don't offer
murals to the city) brand their
style with street art symbols.
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How can we help our
favorit street ?

Buy an original painting, jacket or ask him or
her to do a custom design for you!
Why ?
It's the best thing you can get
back to your town that really
stands for the actual Montréal
culture.
You help a real street artist
that offers his/her art to the
city for free.
You invest in an affordable art
piece with an authenticity
certificate that takes value
with time.
163 Rue Saint-Paul Ouest
11:00 - 7:00 everyday

